
For you who should be more 

beautiful than any others

BONITA 

NO.1 Accessories Brand
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NO.1 Accessories Brand



Wingbling is No.1 On-line accessories brand with distinctive 

Product Power & Digital Marketing capability. Wingbling has the 

biggest number of followers in the industry and great presence 

on SNS. For the first time in the industry, Wingbling entered Olive 

Young, the biggest drugstore chain in Korea which has 1300+ 

branches, and is settling as the trend leader. 

(* ZIGZAG is a popular mobile ranking App for online stores in Korea)

Korea's No.1 
Online Accessories Brand

Design & Quality Media Commerce

· Own Well-made Design 

· High Quality Products 
  distinguished from 
  common Low-end Brands’
  and Product Pages(800+).

· SNS, Mobile-Optimized 
  Content Development 
  and Spreading.

· Digital Marketing such as
  User-Tracking, Retargeting, 
  and etc.

Global Logistics System

∙ Advanced Management 
  of Logistics, Inventory, 
  Shipping and ERP.

· Global Shipping System 
  synced with Shopify 
  Platform.



We develop Mobile & SNS Optimized Images/ Videos/ Content. Wingbling has the biggest number 

of followers and receiving more than 900K Likes for a single post. Wingbling has been featured as 

"Best" as soon as entered KAKAOTalk Gift.

Accessories Industry’s 
Media-Commerce Strong Player

Fast-growing 
foreign market Outcome

Wingbling is getting meaningful global sales outcome without big marketing investment.

Influencer Live Test

· Sold Out Products in 
  20 Minutes.

Philippines Offline Pop-up Store

· CNA pop-up stores launched in Manila, Philippines

· Facebook post for the pop-up store announcement
  received huge response.
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Celebs love Wingbling

High quality at affordable prices! Unique designs that can be found nowhere else!! There Are 

Reasons Why Celebs Crave For Wingbling! Suzy, TWICE, IU, BLACK PINK... We're sponsoring top 

K-pop stars and global celebes with our products.



The 1st Brand in the industry
That entered Olive Young drug stores

Wingbling entered "Olive Young", the biggest drug store chain in Korea which has 1300+ branches, 

as the 1st brand in the industry. Wingbling's products will be sold and promoted at foreigners' hot 

places like Hongdae, Myeongdong, and etc.. our brand awareness is expected to increase.
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The Moon
Embraces Mystic Lights

The WHITE glow color which resembles the real moon the best. A very special item that looks 

luxury and elegant at a bright place, and after receiving the light, it glows like the real moon in the 

dark. Its crystal coating makes the moon more mysterious. Patented original design by Wingbling.

(Patent#: 10-2015-0144876)
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BRIGHTENING EARRINGS
"Bright as if light is turned on"

Brightening Earring series that are only available at Wingbling create beautiful skin tone for your 

face as if light is turned on. Moderately leveled brightness and blingness of Bightening Earrings 

beautifully fit all kinds of styles. Check for the difference of Before & After wearing the earrings with 

the picture!

Made with Genuine Swarovski stones and 

Cubic Zirconia The earrings shine even more 

purely and radiantly.

Wingbling jewelry designers uniquely design 

and it is made by Wingbling. Luxurious well-

made designs that can be found nowhere else!

Why?:
Why BRIGHTENING EARRING is different?

Before wearing Brightening Earring After wearing Brightening Earring



BRIGHTENING EFFECT

We picked colors and stones that make Asian 

Faces look the brightest.

DREAM OF LOVE 
Earring

MOON GODDESS LUNA 
Earring

LET ME SHINE2 
Earring

TREMBLING HEART 
Earring

MATTE FLOWER
Earring

EL, FAIRY OF LOVE
Earring

BLOOMING SOON 
Earring

Effect:
The Effect of Brightening Earrings

V-LINE EFFECT

It has an effect that makes Asian's outstanding 

cheeks less stick out. We picked design and size 

that make faces look slimmer.
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Wingbling is participating in multiple projects of WWF with creative products in order to protect 

various lives on Earth and to preserve beautiful environment for them to inhabit.

5% of revenue generated by “Thanks Green Project” collections is donated to WWF-Korea. 

(The sum of contribution is announced every 6 months)

WWF Korea

http://www.wwfkorea.or.kr

WWF Global 

http://www.worldwidlife.org

Endangered Animals

Support Series - Polar Bear
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Glaciers are melting 

because of Global Warming 

and the lives of Polar Bears 

are at stake. 

Products : silver pin Earring, 

Necklace, Ring, Ear Cuff

TEAR OF GLACIER 
Ver. 1

The lives of Antarctic 

Penguins are also at stake 

because they're losing their 

habitats.

Products : silver pin Earring, 

Necklace, Ring

TEAR OF GLACIER 
Ver. 2

The white leopards are one 

of the most mysterious 

species on Earth. Only 

4,700 are left because of 

mankind's selfishness.

Products : silver pin Earring, 

Necklace

ENDANGERED SNOW 
LEOPARD



Allie 12 BirthFlower &

Rose Quartz Collection
ALLIE Birthflower series was created with the motifs of birthflowers. ALLIE has been loved by 

numerous customers and became Wingbling's steady seller by its high quality and beautiful design 

since its launch! TWO-WAY earring that you can wear the birthflower earring (part) separately!! You 

can style it in your own various ways.
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Fast Fashion Brand

SPA brands like us with low prices and high practicality is winning the market!! Wingbling is always 

ahead of fast fashion trend with trendy design and new products of high quality every week.

ALLIE BIRTHFLOWER EarringROMANTIC DAY EarringBLOOMING SOON Earring

SO LIKE FLOWER 

Earring

HOLIDAY BLOOM

Earring

TREMBLING HEART 

Earring & Necklace

HONEYBEE DREAM EarringBONITA EarringTREMBLING HEART Earring



Wingbling of 
Highest Satisfaction

Single code "Brightening Earring" series received 15,000+ reviews, and most of customers gave 

highest ratings (5 stars). We have 100K+ reviews in total (average ratings 4.9).

“ So pretty~!! ㅜㅜ ” 

“ I like it so much, I feel special as I wear a special necklace~!! ” 

“ Very pretty, the size is also perfect ”

“ I would recommend it. Pretty”

review 16,695 review 1,791 review 2,076
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jaeyoung@wingbling.co.kr

wingbling.love


